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ABSTRACT
Border security has been a significant issue of concern since decades, not only for India
but for the whole world. Conventional border surveillance and protection systems include video
surveillance systems, border patrol vehicles, permanent and mobile observation posts and control
centers which engage high deployment and operational expense. Moreover, the hostile nature of
borders makes deployment of the surveillance systems trickier. Conventional border surveillance
and protection systems are not competent to ensure complete security, so an improved surveillance
and protection system is needed. This research examines numerous intrusion detection techniques,
border surveillance methods and a variety of algorithms for tracking moving objects.
Keywords: Border Surveillance, Weapon Detection, Patrolling, WSN, Machine Learning.
INTRODUCTION
Border security and surveillance is an everlasting operation that cannot afford time off or
periods of reduced readiness. Border security has been a significant issue of concern since decades,
not only for India but for the whole world. Securing against smuggling, illegal immigration and
terrorism needs dependable long-range threat detection and detection of potential threats positively
all day, all night and in all circumstances. Conventional border surveillance and protection systems
include video surveillance systems, border patrol vehicles, permanent and mobile observation
posts and control centers which engage high deployment and operational expense. Moreover, the
hostile nature of borders makes deployment of the surveillance systems trickier. Conventional
border surveillance and protection systems are not competent to ensure complete security, so an
improved surveillance and protection system is needed.
Presently, the majority of the countries are facing the problem of enlarged cross border
terrorism, ex-filtration, and infiltration of armed rebellions and illegal migration. Supervising the
border for these threats has turned out to be the most critical problem for almost all the countries.
This research examines numerous intrusion detection techniques, border surveillance methods and
a variety of algorithms for tracking moving objects.
Challenges of Border Surveillance
➢ Energy Efficiency
Surveillance operations generally last for a prolonged period of time. The criticality of the mission
makes manual replacement of batteries impractical or impossible. Therefore, an energy-aware and
optimized technique must be considered in drafting such applications, which can improve the
lifetime of sensor devices and the network.
➢ Stealthiest system and Security
It is essential that a border security system should have least probability of being detected, which
in turn will affect the success probability of the operation. In addition, any transmitted and stored
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information should be encrypted and secured against interruption from rival communication
devices. There is a basic tradeoff between energy consumption and security level. Besides, certain
techniques to enhance stealthy network might recommend reducing bandwidth and
communication energy. The significance of ensuring integrity and security check for the border
surveillance network has been initially introduced in [1].
➢ Wide area coverage
Border surveillance generally comprises monitoring of a broad area throughout the border to locate
the trespassers. The border security and protection system must be able of detecting the wide area
comprising rivers, hill sides, mountains and rural areas enclosed by wildlife.
➢ Accuracy
Bogus alarms will furnish the surveillance task into failure. Therefore, the precision of tracking,
detection and classification of intruding objects is very significant. Thus, techniques of aggregate
alarms and in-network processing can be applied to reduce false alarms. In addition, as discussed
before, the integrity of the network is very significant in minimizing the fake alarms and improving
the accuracy of the entire system.
➢ Quality of Service
Timeliness and dependability of detecting the invasion is one more important element of the
successful surveillance tasks. Quality of Service provisioning on communication should be
enforced when an invasion alarm is issued [2].
➢ Quality of Coverage
Providing the complete coverage of a surveillance field is a very significant factor of the success
of the surveillance operation. Providing the complete coverage while reducing the cost has been a
dynamic area of research in the operational research field.
➢ Robust
Any country’s border area must be guarded against the impostors and illegal actions at any cost.
The Border surveillance systems must be robust which can bear ruthless environments in the
isolated locations.
NEED OF BORDER SECURITY:
The increasing number of crimes on border each year arouses the need to study all the
present systems or algorithms or techniques designed for encouraging border protection so that it
may direct the way to a new system. Inclusion of machine learning based techniques using wireless
sensor networks can be a possible solution to address this problem.
MACHINE LEARNING:
Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) which offers the system an
ability to learn automatically and refine from experience without being programmed
explicitly. Machine learning emphases on the evolution of computer programs which can access
data and use it to learn from them.
The method of learning begins with data or observations, such as direct experiences, illustrations
or instructions, in order to find patterns in data and make improved decisions in the future grounded
on the examples that we furnish. The principle aim is to permit the computers to learn
automatically in the absence of human intervention and regulate actions appropriately.
MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
• Supervised machine learning: These algorithms implement what has been learned
previously to the new data by making use of labeled examples to forecast future events.
Starting from the examination of a recognized training dataset, the learning algorithm
generates an assumed function to make guesses about the resultant values. The system is
capable of providing targets for any new input after adequate training. The learning algorithm
can also evaluate its output with the accurate, intended output and locate errors in order to
adapt the model accordingly.
• Unsupervised machine learning: These algorithms are applied when the information which
is used to train is neither labeled nor classified. Unsupervised learning enquires how systems
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can deduce a function to illustrate a latent structure from unlabeled data. The system does
not figure out the correct output, but it investigates the data and can draw conclusion from
datasets to explain latent structures from unlabeled data.
• Semi-supervised machine learning: These algorithms falls in between supervised and
unsupervised learning as they use both unlabeled and labeled data for training - usually a
small number of labeled data and a large number of unlabeled data. The systems which use
this technique are able to considerably enhance learning accuracy. Generally, semisupervised learning is used when the acquired labeled data needs skilled and related
resources to train it or learn from it. Or else, capturing unlabeled data usually do not require
additional resources.
• Reinforcement machine learning: These algorithms are the learning method that
communicates with its environment by generating actions and finds faults or rewards. Trial
and fault search and deferred reward are the most appropriate features of reinforcement
learning. This technique permits machines and software agents to identify the ideal behavior
automatically within a certain context for the purpose of maximizing its performance. Simple
reward feedback is needed for the agent to learn which action is the finest; this is called the
reinforcement signal.
Machine learning permits examination of huge quantities of data. While it usually delivers faster,
more precise results for the purpose of identifying profitable opportunities or the dangerous risks,
it may also need extra time and resources to train it properly. Merging machine learning with
Artificial Intelligence and cognitive skills can make it even more efficient in processing immense
volumes of information.

Fig 1: Applications of Machine Learning
PROBLEM OF BORDER SURVEILLANCE
Border security pertains to safeguarding the boundaries of the country against illegal
movement of drugs, humans, goods and weapons. It is the key element in sustaining trade and
travelling lawfully along with ensuring protection against terrorism across the world. This assists
in sustaining a nation’s safety, freedom and economy. Border surveillance systems are the systems
engaged in monitoring the activities taking place across the border lines and identifying if any
suspicious behavior is going on. This system must comprise the following characteristics:
1. The system must detect the objects in real time.
2. The system must be able to trace the intruders (human and objects) across the border.
3. The system must be connected wirelessly to exchange the information among the border
surveillance system and the base station.
4. The system must be capable of taking the necessary actions whenever needed.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Border Patrol Techniques:
Border patrol widely relies on the involvement of humans. The relative cost to raise the
personnel count and the declining precision of human-only supervision necessitate the
involvement of high-tech strategies in border patrol. The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) for aerial surveillance detects and tracks the illegal border trespassing automatically [35]. The involvement of humans is highly reduced due to the UAVs as they cover wide range of
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area and has high mobility. The valuable human resources can thus be allocated for taking actions
based on the data received from these devices. Though, like the typical border patrol methods,
UAVs solely cannot provide complete coverage to the whole area at a particular time. At some
point of time, few areas of the border may remain unsupervised.
Moreover, the UAVs have significantly higher costs and accident rates than those of manned
aircrafts and require large human footprint to control their activities. In addition, inclement weather
conditions can also impinge on the surveillance capability of UAVs. To complement the UAV
activities, recently, Fiber Optic Sensors (FOSs) [6] are introduced. Seismic sensors are equipped
with FOSs so that they can measure pressure waves in the earth caused by intruders. However,
FOS communication depends on a single wire along the border. As a consequence, any single
point-of-failure can affect very long distances. Due to the harsh environmental conditions along a
border, wired sensor systems are not robust.
Moreover, deployment costs of wired sensors surpass existing costs in long borders limiting their
practical application. Compared to the wired sensors, Unattended Ground Sensors (UGSs) [7, 8,9]
provide higher system robustness. UGSs have been intensively used for military Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) applications. UGSs can detect vibration/seismic activity
or magnetic anomaly, which indicate that people or vehicles are crossing the border. Moreover,
UGSs can pick up moving heavy vehicles (such as tanks) from a distance of 500 m and walking
humans from 50 m [9]. However, the information provided by the UGSs can be limited and
inaccurate. Therefore, based on the limited information acquired by current ground sensors, it is
difficult to distinguish actual intrusion alarms from false positives, i.e., nuisance warnings caused
by environment elements (insects, weather, animals, etc). According to the US department of
homeland security, 90% of the alerts are caused by animals or environment impacts instead of
illegal immigrants and this result in a significant amount of wasted time for the deployment of
agents to check on the provided information [10]. In addition, it has been reported that the existing
sensors are often damaged by insects or moisture and hence, are not robust to external impacts
[10].
While scalar sensors such as vibration sensors are important to detect an intrusion, these
sensors provide limited information to classify the intruder. To this end, surveillance towers
equipped with video monitors and night vision scopes provide high accuracy in human detection
and keep false alarms to a minimum [11]. The monitoring range is also much larger than the ground
sensors. These systems, however, typically require human interaction to determine the type of
intrusion. Moreover, the video monitors require the target within the line of sight. If the monitoring
area consists of obstacles such as rocks, brushwood, or trees, the miss rate increases.
The existing techniques for border patrol, which include surveillance towers, ground sensors, or
unmanned aerial vehicles, are deployed completely aboveground. In certain areas, aboveground
components are vulnerable to the effects of the environment, vehicles or large animals. Visible
devices may also be easily found, damaged, or avoided by intruders. For instance, for a system
with surveillance towers, the intruders will look for areas and times not properly covered by
adjacent towers. In addition to these major challenges, the existing solutions for border patrol
systems lack a coherent system that coordinate various technologies to improve the system
accuracy.
INTRUDER DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Manish Khare [12] applied Haar like features to prepare the image set. This system was
used to identify the persons and particle filter was used to locate them. This system permitted
identifying a human in bad lighting situations, different sizes and shapes etc. This system can also
detect various human objects in a video. A machine learning technique is used for Object detection
which is relied on Haar-like features. As training, the human detector binary adaptive boosting is
used to accelerate the process. For training the detector, 2000 positive images containing human
and 2700 negative images without human are collected. After collecting the samples, the Haarlike feature extraction is done from the samples. This system has the ability to characterize a nonlinear object tracking system where non-Gaussian nature of noise is present. Two techniques are
used to track various objects, first by creating several particle filters for each and every track and
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second one is by using one particle filter for all tracks. The newly detected human object is
represented using a Color Histogram. Probability of the particles is calculated using this histogram
in the future frames.
Nizar Zarka [13] formed a system which can detect humans in both the environments i.e.
indoor and outdoor. Initially a robust adaptive background model is designed which can handle
varied lighting circumstances and object occlusions. A background subtraction technique is used
to obtain the foreground pixels. Once the foreground pixels are obtained, the human objects are
detected by applying a noise cleaning and object detection method.
Neha Gaba [14] applied an advanced technique that is used on videos for detecting motion
objects. Using this system, complete moving object detection is done which is vigorous although
the brightness varies continuously; adjacent environments and noises vary dynamically. To build
the model, a pixel dependent approach is used which is linked with the initial frame of the video.
After capturing the subsequent frame, the foreground is detected which is applied to represent
various detected objects and then it’s background. Unique tracking techniques are then used to
identify and remove the ghost objects. Faults in currently developed methods were overcome by
applying a single set of variables.
Chun-Ming Li [15] suggested an algorithm which is applied for detecting the humans and
is based on the data that is obtained from the human shape and movement. A moving object is
detected by applying the Eigen object that is calculated from the first video frame. The shape of
the human body is used to distinguish it from other objects. Constant multiple frames are applied
to verify whether there is occlusion among the objects. Eliminating shadows associated with
objects reduces their effect on the human body.
Hyukmin Eum [16] established a technique to identify human action at nighttime. An
infrared thermal camera was used that works on heat signatures released by the body as a substitute
of normal visual traits. This camera was preferred as it made detection of human movement easier
at night.
Xiaoshi Zheng [17] projected that the detection of moving object is one of the most
significant steps in video surveillance. These applications are accomplished by using frame
difference algorithms. Initially, the moving pixels of frames are obtained in the video by applying
an automatic threshold calculation algorithm. Then a morphological operation is used for the
configuration of moving areas. At last, the shortest distance among two areas was computed and
was used in the region combination. This surveillance application is completely automatic and
efficient.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are used to
process the sequential multimedia data. A very good result is given by RNN and LSTM by
processing this type of data. These networks were applied in identifying the speech, digital signal
processing, processing of the video and analyzing the text data. Amin Ullah [18] suggested a
technique by using Deep Bidirectional LSTM and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) on the
video frames for action recognition. For reducing the duplicity, every sixth frame of the incoming
video is used for the extraction of deep features. For discovering the sequential information from
the frame features and for increasing the depth, various layers are applied which are combined in
both forward as well as the backward pass of DB-LSTM. This technique is applied in learning
long term sequences and in processing of large videos by evaluating its features for a set time
interval. Action recognition is enhanced largely by using this technique.
WEAPON DETECTION TECHNIQUES
One way to reduce violence is interception by initial detection so that the security guards
or policemen can act. Particularly, an innovative solution to this issue is to provide surveillance or
control cameras with a precise automatic handgun detection alert system. Associated studies
discuss the recognition of guns but only on milli-metric wave images or X-ray images and by only
applying usual machine learning techniques [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. During the five years,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in particular and deep learning in general have gained
superior outcomes to all the traditional machine learning techniques in image classification,
segmentation and detection in various applications [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Traditional techniques
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need manual intervention, while the deep CNNs models detect increasingly higher level features
from data automatically [30, 31].
The detection of hidden handguns in milli-metric wave images or X-ray images is used
mostly in luggage control at airports. The current techniques receive high accuracies by applying
various combinations of feature extractors and detectors, applying border detection and pattern
matching [20], simple density descriptors [19] or by applying more complex techniques like
cascade classifiers with boosting [21]. The efficiency of these techniques made them crucial in
some particular areas. Though, they have various limitations. As these systems are metal detection
systems, they cannot recognize non metallic guns. They are expensive to be used in many regions
as they need to be shared with Conveyor belts and X-ray scanners. They are not accurate because
they respond to all the metallic objects.
The gun detection by applying traditional techniques is also done in RGB images. Some
existent papers essentially use methods such as RIFT (Rotation-Invariant Feature Transform),
SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform), together with the Harris interest point detector or
FREAK (Fast Retina Key point) [22, 23, 32]. For instance, the authors in [22, 23] proposed a
precise software for detecting pistol in RGB images. Though, their technique is not able to detect
various pistols in the same area. The used method starts initially by removing non-related objects
to a pistol from the segmented image by applying K-mean clustering algorithm and then SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) method is applied for detection points of interest. Likewise, the
authors in [32] revealed that BoWSS (Bag of Words Surveillance System) algorithm has a high
potential in detecting the guns. In this system, initially SIFT was used to extract features; K-Means
clustering was applied for clustering the achieved functions and SVM (Support Vector Machine)
was used for training. The authors in [33] proposed riffle detection in RGB images by applying
SVM (Support Vector Machine).
The idea of automated image understanding from videos for public security applications is
well explored and well known in various domains. For instance, Jang and Turk suggested a vehicle
recognition system which is based on the SURF feature detection algorithm [34]. The idea of
automated CCTV analysis of image and detection of dangerous situations has been suggested and
analyzed in numerous studies. Marbach et al. suggested an automated fire detection system based
on temporal variation of fire intensity [35]. Such solutions exploit an identical research direction,
while dealing with a less complicated problem. Same is the case for systems designed for deduction
and surveillance based on human shape detection and pose estimation. A good overview of shape
representation is suggested by Chen et al. in [36]. Such a technique is used in crowd density
management system suggested by Velastin et al. [37] and the congestion detection system
suggested by Lo et al. [38]. A system for automated robbery identification based on actors’ pose
estimation was proposed by Dever et al. [39].
An automatic threat level detection and alert warning system in Remote Video Surveillance (RVS)
Systems for border patrol and border security is presented in [40], where the threat levels are based
on the type of target intrusions at the border. Machine Learning algorithms were employed to
detect the targets, to classify the threat levels and to display the alerts in the warning system. For
weapons detection, the algorithm is trained for handgun detection only. A novel automatic pistol
detection system in videos appropriate for both, surveillance and control purposes is proposed in
[41]. This detection system focuses on the problem of minimizing false positives and solve it by
building the key training data-set guided by the results of a VGG-16 based classifier, then assessing
the best classification model under two approaches, the sliding window approach and region
proposal approach.
The primary idea of automated gun crime detection was suggested by Darker et al. as a part
of United Kingdom-based MEDUSA project [42]. This team also worked on recognizing the cues
that might indicate that a person is carrying a hidden firearm [43]. The initial trials made by the
similar team for using CCTV as an automated sensor for firearm recognition emerged next [44].
An example of a latest technique is FISVER, a structure for smart public safety in video-surveyed
vehicles, which has the capacity of universal object recognition including substances, such as
firearms [45]. Additionally, Arslan et al. designed a threat assessment solution making the use of
visual hierarchy and conceptual firearms ontology [46]. The current progress in automated CCTV
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surveillance systems is offered by Dee and Velastin in [47]. Moreover, it is worth noting that there
are various promising techniques for detecting dangerous objects in identical scenarios. It is
explained by Yong et al. that the detection of metal objects such as guns and knives is possible by
using microwave swept-frequency radar [48]. X-ray imaging can also be used to detect objects as
presented by Mery et al. [49]. Health hazards and economic cost are the factors that affect the
application of these techniques practically. Moreover, the video-based detection of firearm is a
precautionary approach regarding acoustic gunshot detection and both can be coupled [50, 51].
Detection of dangerous objects can be carried out using methods such as principal components
analysis (PCA) as stated in [52].
CONCLUSION
As a developing country, India faces many problems regarding border security. India’s
border is very diverse as it covers rivers, land, high lands, mountains etc. Safeguarding the
country’s border is the most important issue of concern in this period of globalization. The issues
faced on border include illegal migration of immigrants, human trafficking, drug trafficking, trade
of arms and weapons, intruder detection etc. this paper reviews various border patrol techniques,
intruder detection techniques and weapon detection techniques. It is also found during research
that use of machine learning techniques for border surveillance can be a possible and efficient
solution to the problem of border security.
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